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Although vocal music has one of the longest recorded histories of any art form, 
the songs of women composers remain largely under-represented. There has 
been a great deal of modern research and performances to celebrate female 
composers’ contributions and in 2021 they are presented with more, but not 
equal, regularity as male composers. The recital hall has been an important 
venue for the presentation and discovery of the music of these great compos-
ers, and the genre of art song is a principal outlet for their creative energies. 
This album seeks to broaden the notoriety of the compositions of living female 
American composers of art song,
  
As a soprano performing artist and scholar, I am drawn to works by female 
composers because I relate to their stylistic approaches and the chosen poetry 
engages me in a journey of story-telling that is essential to the art. A commonality 
amongst many of the 20th and 21st-century female composers is their use of texts 
composed by females. In many cases, female composers and poets encoun-
tered similar obstacles along their respective paths, often related to gender, and 
their shared experiences resonate cohesively in song. This album continues my 
commitment to celebrate the works of women and it is important to note that the 
musical composition, poetry, and performances on this recording was completed 
by female artists. In addition, it was an honor to collaborate with Elaine Ross at 
the piano to present the most honest representation of her works. We hope that 
this album broadens the scope of American art songs among singers, teachers of 
singing, pianists, and students, while continuing to elevate the prominence of the 
female composer and poet.

—Teri Bickham

Then at last, it
,
s peaceful, it

,
s quiet, 

Lifting all the leaves up like feathers, 

Maybe now the stars are worth reaching, 

Even though the stillness will end, 

It speaks once again. 



Wouldn’t the angels try me —
 just — once — more —
Just — see — if I troubled them —
 But don’t — shut the door!

Oh if I — were the Gentlemen
 in the White Robe
and they — were the little Hand — that knocked —
 Could — I — forbid?

Will There Really Be a Morning?
Will there really be a morning?
 Is there such a thing as day?
Could I see it from the mountains
 If I were as tall as they?

Has it feet like water-lilies?
 Has it feathers like a bird?
Is it brought from famous countries
 Of which I have never heard?

Oh, some scholar! Oh, some sailor!
 Oh, some wise man from the skies!
Please to tell a little pilgrim
 Where the place called morning lies!

The Music
Emily Dickinson (1820-1886) was an American Poet born in Amherst, 
Massachusetts. Her texts are set by composers more frequently than any other 
American poet. The texts often deal with immortality and death, but many can 
also be interpreted in a very whimsical/sarcastic manner. I selected four poems to 
set that had already been set by four well-known composers of art song. Without 
listening or looking at the settings, I composed my own and then compared to the 
other settings. Four Emily Dickinson Songs can serve as an independent set or 
can be performed as a compare and contrast set with the other songs.

Heart We Will Forget Him
Heart, we will forget him
 You and I, tonight.
You may forget the warmth he gave,
 I will forget the light.
When you have done, pray tell me,
 That I my thoughts may dim;
Haste! lest while you’re lagging,
 I may remember him!

Why Did They Shut Me Out of Heaven? 
Why — do they shut me out of Heaven?
 Did I sing — too loud?
But — I can sing a little minor,
 Timid as a bird.



tempo is quick in the middle section, the abundant amount of text can be  
enunciated adequately within the shape of the phrases.

Will the Wind Whisper? (Poetry by Elaine Ross)
As it rustles, forever real in the air, 
As you stand there, in quiet shadows waiting for the next breath. 

Will the wind whisper your name? 
Following near all the same? 
Blowing and whirling the cold breeze blows,

Pulling the richest fruit that grows. 

Then at last, it’s peaceful, it’s quiet, 
Lifting all the leaves up like feathers, 
Maybe now the stars are worth reaching, 
Even though the stillness will end, 
It speaks once again. 

Floating upon these gusts, may swift disappear, 
Shivering trees lean back, are lurking with fear. 

Can you hear it, can you feel it? 
Chasing ever so closely behind you,
It will find you, it will taunt you,
And you won’t even know the reason why. 

It will lure you, it will haunt you, 
Never giving you time to breathe, 

There Came a Wind Like a Bugle
There came a wind like a bugle,
 It quivered through the grass,
And a green chill upon the heat
 So ominous did pass

We barred the windows and the doors
 As from an emerald ghost
The doom’s electric moccasin
 That very instant passed.

On a strange mob of panting trees,
 And fences fled away,
And rivers where the houses ran
 The living looked that day,

The bell within the steeple wild,
 The flying tidings whirled.
How much can come and much can go,
 And yet abide the world!

Will the Wind Whisper? (2000) for soprano and piano is based on an original 
poem. The wind represents your conscience or inner voice. The piece reflects 
different characters and personalities using mystical whole-tone sonorities, major 
sonorities with extended harmonies, and tri-tone and secundal relationships. 
The opening exhibits much tone painting through pianistic flourishes. The middle 
section is energetic through the use of changing meters which correspond to the 
movement of the text. The work has an accessible tessitura and, even though the 



Shining through, it brightens within us, 
Floating like a half remembered dream, 
Arms open wide, far reaching inside, 
Searching for my soul, my life, my all. 

Will the wind whisper?

Speak through the silence, 
What will it say? 

Sara Teasdale (1884-1933) was an American lyric poet who wrote collections 
that often centered on a woman’s changing perspectives of beauty, love,  
loneliness, and death. The passionate and romantic content was depicted with 
a simplicity and clarity through the use of classical forms. Teasdale won the 
Columbia University Poetry Society Prize in 1918 which is now recognized as 
the first Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. Hidden Love (Four Sara Teasdale Poems) was 
commissioned by soprano Alexandra Perkins Bruno, who also selected the texts. 
The four poems selected were intended to represent the evolution of a love story 
starting with the first meeting and ending with their simultaneous death and  
eternal joy. 

Hidden Love
I hid the love within my heart,
And lit the laughter in my eyes, 
That when we meet he may not know
My love that never dies. 
 
But sometimes when he dreams at night
Of fragrant forests green and dim,

Now it’s closer, it can touch you,
Wait, it pulls you, it won’t let you leave. 

Moving nowhere, it’s deceptive, 
Stop, your falling from right to wrong, 
It will darken, it will press, 
It’s thought, it’s potent, it will be strong. 

Standing in your footsteps,
Moving right behind you, 
Boldness, persistence come, asking why on every doorstep,
Arms open wide to hope to strive, to fly.

High on the mountain peak,
Listen as angels speak, 

Swift the cloud of danger came,
Never calling your name. 

One single moment, wings have no ending, 
It is distant, luring you back again,
Can you hear the thunder in the sky? 
It is clutching you, it is shapeless, effortless, 
Never hesitant, reaching, falling into us.

In one instant, it pushes you back away,
You move closer and it steals you forever, 
It is frightening,
Then the shadows deepen. 



Flight
We are two eagles
Flying together 
Under the heavens, 
Over the mountains, 
Stretched on the wind. 
Sunlight heartens us, 
Blind snow baffles us, 
Clouds wheel after us 
Ravelled and thinned.

We are like eagles 
But when Death harries us,
Human and humbled
When one of us goes,
Let the other follow,
Let the flight be ended,
Let the fire blacken,
Let the book close.

To Joy
Lo, I am happy, for my eyes have seen 
Joy glowing here before me, face to face; 
His wings were arched above me for a space, 
I kissed his lips, no bitter came between. 
The air is vibrant where his feet have been, 
And full of song and color is his place. 
His wondrous presence sheds about a grace 
That lifts and hallows all that once was mean. 

It may be that my love crept out
And brought the dream to him. 
 
And sometimes when his heart is sick
And suddenly grows well again, 
It may be that my love was there
To free his life of pain.

Houses of Dreams
You took my empty dreams
And filled them every one 
With tenderness and nobleness,
April and the sun.

The old empty dreams
Where my thoughts would throng
Are far too full of happiness
To even hold a song.

Oh, the empty dreams were dim
And the empty dreams were wide, 
They were sweet and shadowy houses
Where my thoughts could hide.

But you took my dreams away
And you made them all come true — 
My thoughts have no place now to play,
And nothing now to do.



A unique immortal freedom,
Engulfs the darkness of fear.

An infinite memory,
Suspended in time,
An endless song swallows frightful skies,
An eternal moment sublime,
To remember the essence,
Only then can we smile….

The Human Heart is a song cycle setting selected poems by the three Brontë  
sisters — Charlotte, Anne, and Emily Jane. The poems were selected by the 
commissioner of the composition and, to me, convey deep, meaningful, thought-
ful, and often blatantly real representations of the human experience. The open-
ing motive represents a human “heartbeat” and recurs several times throughout 
the five movements. 
  The order of poems was determined by trying to tell a story: I. Evening 
Solace — represents an overview. It is intended to be a sense of longing, with 
an unconvincing lingering essence; II. Verses to a Child — reveals a simplicity 
with complex subtleties; III. Life — is tumultuous, unpredictable, and definitely not 
easy; IV. Love and Friendship — represents moments in time where there is a 
break in the turmoil. It is pure, tranquil, even sublime; and V. Past, Present, Future 
— the ongoing motion of time as one continuously moves into the next. 
  This composition was commissioned by and written specifically for the voice 
of Teri Bickham. Knowing the technical capabilities, variety of colors, and artistic 
level of the vocal soloist helped to determine many of the compositional choices. 

I may not sorrow for I saw the light, 
Tho’ I shall walk in valley ways for long, 
I still shall hear the echo of the song, — 
My life is measured by its one great height. 
Joy holds more grace than pain can ever give, 
And by my glimpse of joy my soul shall live.

Inspired by a visit to the World Trade Center, Only Then Can We Smile (2008) for 
soprano, trumpet and piano is intended as a memorial to those lost in the tragic 
events of September 11th, 2001 and to all those lost in similar tragic events. The 
piece evokes a wide range of emotions from sorrowful and dark; commemorating; 
anger and rage; to a feeling of hope and reflection at the conclusion. The text is 
the following original poem.

Only Then Can We Smile……
The silent voice,
The permanent echo,
Each soul lingers,
Dripping from the heavens.

Raging through,
Enmity surrounds,
Emerges devil’s hate,
Darkens carefree clouds.

Lucidity appears,
To memorize the mortal face,
With boundaries transparent,



Rapidly, merrily, 
Life’s sunny hours flit by, 
Gratefully, cheerily 
Enjoy them as they fly! 
What though Death at times steps in, 
And calls our Best away? 
What though sorrow seems to win, 
O’er hope, a heavy sway? 
Yet Hope again elastic springs, 
Unconquered, though she fell; 
Still buoyant are her golden wings, 
Still strong to bear us well. 
Manfully, fearlessly, 
The day of trial bear, 
For gloriously, victoriously, 
Can courage quell despair!

Love and Friendship (Emily Jane Brontë)
Love is like the wild rose-briar,
Friendship like the holly-tree—
The holly is dark when the rose-briar blooms
But which will bloom most constantly?

The wild rose-briar is sweet in spring,
Its summer blossoms scent the air;
Yet wait till winter comes again
And who will call the wild-briar fair?

Evening Solace (Charlotte Brontë)
The human heart has hidden treasures, 
In secret kept, in silence sealed; —  
The thoughts, the hopes, the dreams, the pleasures, 
Whose charms were broken if revealed. 
And days may pass in gay confusion, 
And nights in rosy riot fly, 
While, lost in Fame’s or Wealth’s illusion, 
The memory of the Past may die.

Verses to a Child (Anne Brontë)
O raise those eyes to me again
And smile again so joyously
And fear not, love: It was not pain
Nor grief that drew these tears from me;

Beloved child, though canst not tell,
The thoughts that in my bosom dwell
When e’er I look on thee!

Life (Charlotte Brontë)
Life, believe, is not a dream 
So dark as sages say; 
Oft a little morning rain 
Foretells a pleasant day. 
Sometimes there are clouds of gloom, 
But these are transient all; 
If the shower will make the roses bloom, 
O why lament its fall? 



Dr. Elaine M. Ross is the President and CEO of The Southern Atlantic 
Conservatory of Music, a newly founded higher education institution intending to 
launch its inaugural curriculum in the Fall of 2025. Dr. Ross recently served on 
the music theory faculty as head of aural skills and instructor of music theory at 
Morgan State University. Prior to this appointment, Dr. Ross was on the theory 
faculty at Towson University and Ohio University, served as the chair of music 
theory at the Colburn Conservatory in Los Angeles, California, and as the coor-
dinator of music theory/composition at Central Washington University. Dr. Ross 
is an extremely active and sought-after collaborative pianist. She has performed 
with such artists as Toby Oft, principal trombone of the Boston Symphony, Harry 
Watters, premiere jazz trombonist of the army blues(ret.), world renowned clari-
netist Fred Ormand, and internationally acclaimed hornist Frank Lloyd, to name 
a few. Dr. Ross’ research interests include both the creative aspect of composi-
tion and theory pedagogy, including instructional approaches, the comparison of 
teaching results for perfect/absolute pitch vs. non-perfect pitch musicians, and the 
compilation of several pedagogical workbooks. Dr. Ross is published by Southern 
Music Company, Sisra Press, and Triplo Press and has had performances in 
France, Germany, Israel, and has numerous upcoming performances throughout 
the world. A complete catalogue of works can be found at www.elainemross.com.

Then scorn the silly rose-wreath now
And deck thee with the holly’s sheen,
That when December blights thy brow
He still may leave thy garland green.

Past, Present, Future (Emily Jane Brontë)
Tell me, tell me, smiling child,
What the past is like to thee?
“An Autumn evening soft and mild
With a wind that sighs mournfully.”

Tell me, what is the present hour?
“A green and flowery spray
Where a young bird sits gathering its power
To mount and fly away.”

And what is the future, happy one?
“A sea beneath a cloudless sun;
A mighty, glorious, dazzling sea
Stretching into infinity”

— Notes by Elaine Ross
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Soprano Theresa Bickham is praised for her “fine piano nuances” and  
“expressive legato line.” Her career has taken her to Italy, Austria, and  
prestigious houses in the United States. She has performed a diverse repertory  
of operatic roles that include a specialization in Mozart heroines (Donna Anna,  
La Contessa, Fiordiligi), Italian opera (Adina, Violetta, Musetta), German  
operetta (Rosalinde, Hanna Glawari), and contemporary American opera. In  
addition, she has placed in prestigious competitions including The Metropolitan 
Opera National Council Auditions, Palm Beach Opera, Shreveport Opera Singer 
of the Year, and the Concorso Lirico Internazionale per Cantanti lirici Rosa 
Ponselle. Dr. Bickham regularly performs with orchestras throughout the country 
and is an avid recitalist and scholar of female composers, poets, and performers.  
She earned degrees from the University of Maryland College Park (DMA), the 
University of Houston (MM), and Towson University (BM). Dr. Bickham is an 
Assistant Professor of Voice at the University of North Carolina Greensboro.  
Her performance experience has culminated in her passion for training young 
professionals and her students have been recognized for their polished  
performances and exemplary teaching.
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  Elaine Ross
  Four Emily Dickinson Poems
 1 Heart We Will Forget Him [3:51]
 2 Why Did They Shut Me Out of Heaven? [2:48]
 3 Will There Really Be a Morning? [4:15]
 4 There Came a Wind Like a Bugle [3:08]

 5 Will the Wind Whisper Your Name [7:16]

  Hidden Love (Four Sara Teasdale Poems)
 6 Hidden Love [3:45]
 7 Houses of Dreams [5:41]
 8 Flight [3:46]
 9 To Joy [4:39]

10 Only Then Can We Smile [5:08]
  Judith A. Saxton, trumpet

  The Human Heart
 11 Evening Solace [3:24]
 12 Verses to a Child [4:12]
 13 Life [4:50]
 14 Love and Friendship [3:15]
 15 Past, Present, Future [3:28]

  Total Time = 63:33

  Teri Bickham, soprano | Elaine Ross, piano
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